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Global bag press systems have been around for a long time and
have proven very successful for veneering, laminating and bending
of all kinds of wood, even the most complicated shapes. Thanks
to the easy handling, fast operational readiness and versatility,
Global bag presses have become indispensable. Simplicity of
design with only one shaft and direct drive produces robust, longlasting vacuum pumps with low maintenance and running costs.
These pumps operate completely oil-free and the compact cover
ensures low noise and heat emission.
Global provides a range of different vacuum-bag-press-sets and
accessories that enable each end-user to choose a solution that
best suits their needs.

Product information
 Rugged and reliable rotary vane vacuum pump,
operate completely oil-free and maintenance-free
 Max. vacuum pressure 8.5 t/m²
 Continuous operating mode
 Vacuum bag with 1 air suction point
 PVC elongation 320 %
 Including flexible C-channel closure
2x C-channels and 1x tube
 European standard plug 220 V/50 Hz/1~

Code
GVP80-VN1313
GVP80-VN1913
GVP80-VN2513

 Vacuum pump with 8/9,3 m³/h at 50/60 Hz






Power consumption 0,35/0,42 kW at 50/60 Hz
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) vacuum bag
PVC thickness 0.50 mm
Heat resistant up to 80 ºC
Including 3 m Springvin® spiral hose

 Optionally available: 2- and 4-port manifolds to connect
several bags

Total bag dimension

Effective press area

150 x 135 cm
210 x 135 cm
270 x 135 cm

130 x 130 cm
190 x 130 cm
250 x 130 cm

Max. pressing heigth
Max. pressing height
depends on the physical size
of the component.

Conditions
Delivery time:
2 Weeks
Shipping:
Ex Works 46113 Moncada, Spain
Warranty:
2 Years under normal use, except on membranes, vacuum bags and HPL pressboards
Technical characteristics reserved to change without notice.
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Vacuum pump
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